
Introduction
An investigation of foreign food supplies to the

American Indian populace conducted as a

meta-analysis of correlative data sets

between American Federal Government

“rations,” policies, dishonored treaties and

the outcomes of disease such as obesity,

diabetes 2, celiac disease and cancer are the

purpose of the study.

Materials and methods
The sample would need to cover the populace in order to

accurately and quickly collect & process data through

identifiable variables conducted through personal interview of

populations capable of communicating about their populace

usually this would be the elders of the tribe. A timeline of

construction for the disease process must also be

correlated in order to determine the appearance of such

diseases correlated to the delivery of outside food

sources. A note of the changing of such food sources at

the time due to the fluctuation in U.S. policies on

Agriculture, Food Safety Practices, etc. which also

requires a correlative research process of clinical

studies, Food Industry Studies, U.S. National Policies on

Food and the dates written. A parallel meta-analysis of

American Modern Societal elders should be ran as the control

group ensuring timelines of introduction of such food products

can be demonstrated at the same period, if the periods of

time of introduction are the same that variance should be

noted. The independent variables shall be ran in

comparative data sets for analysis to determine intervals

and ratios of food introduction to the general American

population and the rates of diseases in equivalency as to

those of the American Indian population in their ration

distributions and specific ingredients of food sources to

include industrialized wheat, high fructose corn syrup, beef,

pork, chicken by products, chemicals in canning processes.

Practice of food source such as GMO, or other methods of

pesticides can also be studied.
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Results

A gain of insight to the food systems degradation for populations that are most effected by

celiac disease, diabetes 2, and cancer would occur as a direct result of this study. Further

research could include the stress levels of enduring acculturation, compassion fatigue

from American Indians as a direct result of interacting with a populace (American

Modern Society) that is contributing to their extinction, and the depletion of the

environment as a result of capitalism. The content of this Research Proposal will be heard at

the Indigenous Open Forum held by the United Nations. In addition this research will be

presented to the World Health Organizations and other International Interests who have been

working to protect the Earth from the destruction to the environment caused by

deforestation, occupancy by street, structure, and “national” park designations, mining, nuclear

waste dumping, water contamination, extinction of animals, plastic waste in the oceans, over-

fishing and other indigenous life beings that are endangered by these American practices.

Herbal Gardens Wellness, NPO will provide the funding to this Research Proposal

Conclusions
Rations provided to Indian Nations are a direct

correlation to the outcomes of disease as are

compounding factors such as comorbidities of obesity to

diabetes 2, processed wheat to celiac disease, and

foreign animal protein sources related directly to cancer

outcomes.

Current clinical studies in biochemistry related to the

use of yeast in experimentation demonstrate that what

we eat dramatically affects our gene expression via the

nutrient needed for protein building, ATP synthesis, and

DNA expression.

Historical documentation of the U.S. 

Congress provides that rations were give in 

lieu of hunting, fishing, and gathering rights 

that were take by dishonored treaties for 

many of the 562 Nations of today, and those 

human beings that were extinguished of their 

life from genocide.

There is a prevalence of high fructose corn syrup to obesity

and diabetes 2 outcomes.

There is a prevalence of bleached, processed wheat power to

celiac disease outcomes.

There is a prevalence of beef, and pork, which are foreign

animal protein substances brought here in colonization and

occupation that replaced the originating animal species of

free roaming buffalo, antelope, deer, and

fowl that were also extinguished of their lives as the plants

during 500 years of segregation of American Indians from

their tribal lands also known as the Nation from which an

American Indian originated.
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The cause of failure in any person is the ability to ignore 

your accountability and disregard your responsibility to care 

for other human beings, animals, and Mother Earth.
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